suitX Secures International Standards Certification
for Comprehensive Quality Management System
Maker of the Phoenix and MAX Exoskeletons Earns ISO 13485 and ISO
9001 Certifications
BERKELEY, CA—May 4, 2017 - suitX, a California-based robotics company
specializing in the design and manufacture of medical and industrial exoskeletons,
announced today that it has received ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 certifications for its
systems and products, the Phoenix and MAX exoskeletons. By attaining this
highly-respected level of industry certification, suitX demonstrates that it has the
ability to implement and maintain a set of processes that ensure the final product
reliably meets industry regulation and customer expectation.
ISO 9001 is one of the most widely used management tools in the world, with
over one million organizations independently certified, setting an international
standard for best practices in quality management.
The ISO 13485 (specifically ISO 13485:2003) standard is based heavily on the
requirements of the ISO 9001, but with a greater focus on the design and
manufacture of medical devices.
“We are so pleased that suitX has been awarded these two ISO certifications.
Now our customers can be assured that suitX operates with an internationallyrecognized quality management system,” said Dr. Kazerooni, CEO, suitX. “We put
a great deal of time and energy into making sure our engineering, production and
sales channels are as efficient as possible. Having ISO certification for our
products provides our stakeholders and customers with an objective validation of
the importance we place in the quality of our products and processes.”

About suitX
suitX is a robotics company designing and manufacturing both medical and
industrial exoskeletons that address common problems faced by workers and
people with gait impairment to improve everyday life. suitX has received Series A
investments, been awarded a few US government awards, and won two SaintGobain NOVA Innovation Awards. suitX also won the $1M USD Top Prize in the
UAE AI and Robotics for Good Competition. suitX is currently looking for
prominent strategic partners and financiers for global expansion. For more
information, visit www.suitX.com.
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